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REVISING AND EDITING ENGLISH TEXTS TRANSLATED FROM NEPALI  

Bal Ram Adhikari 

The present article sheds light on key areas of 
revising and editing the translated text. Against 
the theoretical backdrop, some cases of Nepali 
texts in English translation are presented and 
analyzed.  The article ends with some rules of 
thumb for revising and editing the target text (TT).  
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1. Introduction   

Translation is both process and product. The 
quality of the translation product depends largely 
on the process that the translator undergoes. 
Experienced translators do not make a single 
'mental leap' from source text (ST) to target text 
(TT), since translation defies the direct transfer of 
the message across languages. Moreover, the 
process that the TT undergoes is often messy and 
cyclic. Therefore, translators are advised not to be 
tempted to make a hasty leap from ST to TT.  It 
requires practice and patience in approaching the 
ST, in transferring its message, in ensuring its 
accuracy, and polishing the language of the TT. A 
good translator takes time for revising and editing 
their own product, and passes the product to the 
professional editor.    

Hervey and Higgins (2002) take revising and 
editing the TT as "the final stage of translation as 
a process" (p. 205).  There is significant overlap 
between revision and editing and it is hard to draw 
clear lines of demarcation between them. To 
follow Hervey and Higgins, in revision "the task 
concerns checking a TT against the ST for 
accuracy", while editing has to do with polishing 
the TT for accuracy after the revision process 
(2002). While revising, the translator reads the 
first draft, compares it line by line with the ST, 
looking for the areas where the SL message could 
have been overlooked or misinterpreted. 
Moreover, he/she might add, delete, rearrange, 
and reword the TT in relation to the ST in the 
interest of accuracy.  The translator may have to 
seek help from the source writer and/or expert to 
ensure the accuracy of the message. Upon 
revising the draft, the translator takes to editing to 

clean it off "inaccuracies, poor word choices, 
grammatical flaws and awkward constructions" 
(Thapa, 2003, p. 38). That is, revising and editing 
are integral to the translation process. It goes 
without saying that unedited translations hardly 
meet the professional standard.  

Non-professional and novice translators rarely 
enter into the revision and editing stage of 
translation. Consequently, their translation is 
undermined by serious inaccuracies and tainted 
with errors. Revising and editing should be 
approached from the perspectives of translators 
and professional editors. From the translators' 
perspective, translators themselves are revisers 
and editors of their work. They keep revising and 
editing the drafts during and after translation. By 
implication, revision and editing become part and 
parcel of the translation process. In practice, 
translating, revision and editing proceed 
simultaneously. Mental revision and editing are at 
work even from the stage of preparing the first 
draft. In all stages of translation, the translator 
looks for better expressions, doubts on his/her 
choice, has a second thought before deciding on a 
particular expression and makes innumerable 
changes before coming to the conclusion. Hence, 
translators should be good editors too so that they 
can edit their work before it goes to a professional 
editor.  

From the perspective of professional revisers and 
editors, translators need to seek help from 
professional editors who can read their translation 
critically in order to revise and edit it in depth. It 
is the collaboration between translator and editor 
that can ensure high quality of the translation 
output.  The present article is primarily concerned 
with the second perspective of revising and 
editing. The article sheds light on the key areas 
that independent revisers and editors are supposed 
to take on board while revising and editing the 
TT.  The reviser and editor has a two-way 
responsibility: 

a) Working on the TT in line with the source 
content, and the writer's voice and style (SL-
oriented) 
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b) Working on the TT in line with target 

language and target readers (TL-oriented) 

The present article mainly draws on my 
experience of translating literary texts from 
Nepali into English and editing English 
translations of Nepali texts.   The translation cases 
are purposively selected mainly from Mosaic: A 
collection of multicultural stories from Nepal 
(2070 B.S.). One case is extracted from the 
translation of a short story by a learner-translator, 
and one more is from an essay translated as 
Bente’s Thinking Tower by a professional 
technical translator.    

2. Revising  

The key role of the reviser is to check the TT 
against its source counterpart so as to make it free 
of errors and inconsistencies.  Revision can be 
taken as in-depth editing of the TT in line with the 
content, organization, style and language of the 
ST. The process can be termed as substantive 
editing (Sutcliffe, 1987, p. 581). The level of 
revision of the text depends on the nature of the 
TT itself. Obviously, the poor translation calls for 
thorough revision that further calls for comparing 
the TT line by line with the ST.  

Revision is mainly concerned with checking the 
TT for accuracy of transfer of the ST content. It is 
therefore more inclined to the ST.  While working 
on the content of the TT, the reviser has to ensure 
that the translator has communicated the ST 
content correctly and in the most appropriate way. 
To this end, the reviser reads the ST thoroughly 
before working on the translated document. In 
many cases, particularly when the translation is 
undermined by serious inaccuracies, more than 
one reading is required. Ideally, the reviser may 
have to consult the translator and even the source 
writer for clarity.  After the thorough 
acquaintance with the ST and nature of its 
content, the reviser reads the TT line by line 
keeping the impression of the ST in the back of 
his/her mind. He/She has to be sure that the TT is 
completely accurate in terms of content and 
language.  Consider the following TT: 

TT (English) ST (Nepali) 

Case1: This story is 
extracted from the 

of] /fdfo0faf6 ;fef/ ul/Psf] 
syf xf] . o;nfO{ k'gM pb\w[t 

Ramayan.  The reason 
behind rewriting it is 
that you may not have 
the copy of the 
Ramayan in which this 
story exists. During the 
ancient period when the 
Ramayan was written, 
the writers had to 
depend on their hand-
written script. So, there 
are no more copies 
available now. Due to 
the very reason, the 
story has to be re-
written.  

The incident took place 
after Ram's marriage. 

ug'{kgf{sf] sf/0f s] xf] eg] 
tkfO{;‘u /fdfo0fsf] Tof] k|lt 
gx'g ;S5, h;df of] syf 
cIf/fÍg ul/Psf] 5 . Tolt 
a]nf xft}n] n]Vg'kYof]{ ctM w]/} 
k|lt x'g ;s]gg\ . oxL sf/0f 
xf], df}sf 5f]kL syfnfO{ k'gM 
k|;f/0f ug'{k/]sf] .  

36gf /fdsf] lax]kl5sf] xf] . 

 

This is the opening paragraph of the story Vision 
and Dense Forest', the English translation of b[li6 / 
3g3f]/ h+un by  Dhruba Madhikarmi. (Contextual 
information. As part of experimental translation, 
this story was given to a learner-translator to 
render it into English.)  The whole chunk reads 
oddly for two reasons. First, the translator has 
strayed away from the source meaning and its 
style, which can only be traced through the 
thorough checking of the TT against the ST. The 
second reason for its oddity is the translator's 
inability to write clearly in English. The 
underlined chunks have marred the quality of the 
TT.   

Contextually, it is 'retelling' rather than 'rewriting' 
of the story from the epic Ramayana. Similarly, 
the translator wrongly translated the chunk h;df of] 
syf cIf/fÍg ul/Psf] 5  as 'in which this story exists', 
rendering the whole expression garbled. This 
expression should be revised 'to where this story 
was scripted'. In a similar vein, the chunk 'during 
the ancient period' is the over translation of  Tolt 
a]nf which should be revised to 'those days'. The 
clause 'the writers had to depend on their hand-
written script' is not clear. According the spirit of 
the ST, it means ' everything was written by hand'. 
The use of 'due to the very reason' reads flat, 
robbing the TT of its literary flavor. It can be 
revised to 'It is the reason for' . Moreover, the 
translator omitted the contextually important 
collocation 'df}sf 5f]kL (grasping the opportunity). 
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Consequently, the TT suffers undertranslation.  
An acceptable revised version would be:  

This story is extracted from the Ramayan. The 
reason for its retelling is that you might not have 
the copy of the Ramayan, where it was scripted. 
In those days, everything was written by hand. 
Therefore, not so many copies are available now. 
It is the reason for grasping the opportunity to 
rewrite it.  

While revising, we should focus on three major 
pitfalls of translation: misinterpretation, 
undertranslation and overtranslation.  All 
translators are likely to misinterpret the source 
text. Misinterpretation leads to mistranslation.  
Cultural words are more likely to be 
misinterpreted than technical words.  In 
undertranslation, the translator deletes some 
portion of the source content. As a result, it 
communicates less information than the source 
writer intended.  Obverse to undertranslation is 
overtranslation in which the translator is tempted 
to adding some pieces of information from his/her 
own side.  Overtranslation should not be practiced 
unless it is required by the context. Whenever any 
doubts arise, the reviser has to refer to the ST, 
place it with the TT and  compare them to ensure 
the highest degree of transfer.   

3. Translation editing  

In principle, revising is followed by editing. In 
practice, however, revising and editing often 
proceed simultaneously owing to a considerable 
overlap between them. As revising is primarily ST 
oriented, the prime focus of editing is the 
language of the TT.  Referring to Grahman 
(1983), Hervey and Higgins (2002) write 
metaphorically as, "if revision is concerned with 
the 'bare bones' of the TT, the editing process 
perform 'remedial surgery'" (p.221).  It involves 
correcting internal inconsistencies, and wrong use 
of grammar, words and punctuation.  

Translation editing shares fundamental features of 
general editing. However, there are some features 
unique to the TT and these features make the 
translation editor's job different from that of a 
general editor: 

 The TT involves two languages and two 
cultures (It is bilingual and bicultural in 
nature). 

 The TT houses two voices (the voice of the 
writer and that of the translator). 

 It has its own linguistic and cultural barriers 
that constrain the translator's work and may 
reduce comprehension of the TT. 

Because of the complexity implied in the TT, the 
translation editor has to shoulder more 
responsibilities than the general editor. 
Experiences show that a monolingual editor (i.e. 
the editor who speaks the target language only) 
cannot do justice to the source author and the text. 
Like translators, translation editors should have 
bilingual competence and bicultural sensitivity. 
Also, they are supposed to maintain balance 
among the writer's voice, the translator's presence 
and expectations of target readers.  

While editing, the editor has to take into account 
of the following aspects of the text: 

 What is the nature of the text (technical, 
literary, academic)? 

 What is the tone of the source writer (formal, 
informal)?  Does the translation reflect it? 

 What is the nature of language of the ST 
(simple, complex)? Has it been maintained in 
the TT? 

 Has the translator done justice to the ST and 
its writer? (Some translators keep the writer 
behind and omit source ideas to add their 
own. A good translator is not supposed to do 
this unless and otherwise the context 
requires.) 

 Does the translation read natural? 

In this background,  what follows is the discussion 
of the key aspects of editing, namely structural 
flow, accuracy, brevity and clarity, each aspect 
being illustrated with a sample of the TT 
produced by a professional translator . 

3.1 Achieving structural and linguistic flow 

Needless to reiterate that the text should read 
natural in the target language. Ideally, all 
translators opt for naturalness. The flow can be 
achieved when there is a smooth movement in the 
text from one sentence to another and from one 
paragraph to another.  The editor has to work on 
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two levels, namely the structural and the 
linguistic, to ensure such a flow in the text.  

The text is structurally flowing when "each 
section or passage connects with the one before 
and the one after it" (Billingham, 2002, p.41). 
Whenever editors have the feeling that the TT has 
lost its structural flow, they might have to go back 
to the ST and look for the possible causes. It is 
often the case that the TT loses its structural flow 
when the translator misses the writer's logic, 
argument and points, and the overall organization 
of the ST itself. Consider the following lines to 
see how the translator has lost the structural flow 
of the TT: 

Case 2: A tall statured and dazzling faced, with 
white hair but kajal decorated eyed Bente came 
out from her home to welcome us. She shook her 
hand with ours, one after another, as her culture, 
and embraced/hugged us.  She, with a flashing 
smile, spoke, ‘you are heartly welcomed to  my 
pretty secluded home’.   

This is a typical example of stiff, unnatural and 
awkward translation. Although the SL message 
has been rendered faithfully and accurately, it 
lacks fluidity and naturalness in English. Almost 
all sentences need to pass through thorough 
editing.  

The expression 'A tall statured and dazzling faced, 
with white hair but kajal decorated eyed Bente 
came out' is a typical case of stiff translation. The 
whole expression is the direct transfer of the 
Nepali structure. First, this sentence does not 
follow the end-weight principle that states that the 
complex NP should be moved to the end of the 
sentence. Stacking of so many adjectives has been 
another cause of unnaturalness in the expression. 
Normally, "stacks of more than three adjectives 
rarely occur" (Cowan, 2008, p.238) in English. 
The rest of the text also suffers either wrong 
placement of words or jumbling of words. The 
translator who makes a hasty leap from source to 
target texts is likely to distort the structural flow 
and come up with this type of translation.   It 
reveals that the translator lacks "ability to express 
himself adequately in English" (Waddington, C. 
2001, p. 315). 

Now compare this translation with its edited 
version:  

There turned up a tall lady with white hair, kajal 
in her eyes. She was Bente, who welcomed us 
with her beaming smile. She shook her hand with 
ours, and hugged us one after another.  She said, 
‘you are heartily welcome to  my pretty home’.  

In comparison to the first version, this translation 
reads simple, straightforward and natural in 
English. However it does not mean that there is no 
room for further editing. Even this (final?) 
translation may require some changes in word 
choice and sentence construction.    

3.2 Accuracy 

Accuracy has two dimensions: content and 
language.  The first dimension is the accurate 
transfer of the SL content. It mainly falls into the 
realm of revision. Editing is fundamentally 
concerned with the second dimension i.e. the 
linguistic accuracy of the TT.   It goes without 
saying that the language of the TT should be 
accurate. While checking accuracy of the 
language, the editor is supposed to focus on the 
following three areas: 

 Accuracy in the selection of words: Has the 
translator selected accurate words to replace 
the words from the ST? It is also the 
responsibility of the reviser.  

 Accuracy in the use of grammar: Are the 
sentences grammatically correct?   

 Are the words correctly spelled? Is 
punctuation properly maintained (periods, 
commas, semicolons, quotation marks and 
apostrophes)? 

Case 3: The wound caused by Sagar’s death was 
still raw in her mind when she had first got the 
news of her pregnancy. She got the news in a 
month’s time of Sagar’s death that had taken 
place immediately after her marriage with Sagar 
was decided. On one hand, she was overjoyed to 
hear about the news of Sagar’s symbol developing 
in her stomach but, on the other, she was filled 
with a sense of fear... 

Unlike the TTs given in Case 1 and Case 2, this 
translation has higher level of accuracy, for it 
contains less lexical and grammatical errors. The 
text can be rated high in terms of linguistic 
accuracy. Nevertheless, there are some areas that 
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need editing so that it can reach professional 
standard.   The use of 'stomach' in the last line is a 
faulty choice. The choice is induced by the source 
word 'pet' (Meaning: stomach and womb both). In 
this context, it is 'womb', not 'stomach' that the 
source text is suggesting. Likewise, the connector 
'on one hand' should be revised to 'on the one 
hand'. Moreover, the grammatically correct 
expression 'hear about the news of ' should also be 
edited for semantic accuracy. The prepositional 
verb  'hear about sb/sth'(to be told about sb/sth) 
alienates the person from the direct experience of 
the reality. In the story, the woman knows her 
pregnancy as a part of her bodily and 
psychological experience. It is not something told 
by the outsider.  So, a more appropriate choice 
might be 'knows/realizes'.  The edited version of 
the above chunk is given under the heading 
'brevity' below. 

3.3 Brevity 

The above TT mainly suffers from is the lack of 
brevity. In general editing, brevity applies to both 
content and language of the document i.e. making 
the document brief by deleting redundant 
information it contains, and making the language 
of the document as precise as possible.  

Deleting the content to make the document shorter 
is not commonly practiced by the translation 
editor or reviser. We therefore confine ourselves 
to brevity of the language used in the TT.  

Returning to Case 3, the first and the second 
sentences are lengthy and unclear. It is better to 
separate the subordinate clause from the first 
sentence and rewrite it as an independent clause 
for clarity as 'She realized that she was pregnant 
after one month of Sagar’s untimely death'. It 
seems that the translator was swayed by the SL 
structure. Similarly, the second sentence reads 
oddly. It could be turned brief and precise as 
"Their wedding was fixed one month before his 
death".  

An acceptable edited version would be:  

The wound caused by Sagar’s death was still raw 
in her mind. She realized that she was pregnant 
after one month of Sagar’s untimely death. Their 
wedding was fixed one month before his death.   
On the one hand, she was overjoyed to know that 

Sagar’s symbol was developing in her womb but, 
on the other, she was filled with a sense of fear ... 
(Mosaic, p. 117) 

Based on Billingham (2002), the following 
procedures can help the editor make the language 
as brief as possible:  

 Looking for wasted words:  The editor has to 
look for the unnecessary words or expressions 
that have crept into the text. Unnecessary 
words or expressions are those which do not 
contribute to the meaning of sentences, 
paragraphs and the text as a whole. They often 
appear as distracters in the communication of 
the source message to target readers.  The 
editor should be sure that each word or 
expression chosen by the translator has helped 
to make the meaning clear. Consider the 
following TT before editing: 

Case 4: Addababa was in the process of 
concluding the worshipping ceremony of Lord 
Mahadev when his servant Bathanma had come 
in, shoving one of Addababa’s debtors along. 
Addababa was so angry on seeing his debtor that 
he happened to utter ‘Come on, clobber the 
bastard’, in the same breath with the final lines of 
the incantation namely ‘Mahadev…hara…..’ Any 
lay person, listening to Addababa, would mistake 
the uncouth utterance also to be a part of his 
incantation.  

In the above TT, the underlined words or 
expressions are the wasted ones. The expressions 
'in the process of concluding' simply meant 'about 
to end'. The narrator is indicating at 'everyday 
worship' not 'the worshipping ceremony' as such. 
Likewise, the adverb 'namely' used to introduce 
detailed information about the incantation or 
prayer is redundant here, since readers already 
know that Addababa, the devotee, is worshipping 
Lord Shiva. In a similar vein, 'listening to 
Addababa', does not supply any additional 
meaning.  Now read the following edited version 
to see how these wasted words are removed:  

Addhababa was about to end the worship of Lord 
Mahadev when there turned up his servant 
Bathanma, dragging  one of the debtors along. 
Addhababa was so angry on seeing his debtor that 
he happened to utter ‘You clobber, the bastard’, in 
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the same breath while chanting the final line of 
the prayer ‘Mahadev…hara…..’ Anyone with 
some common sense would mistake the uncouth 
utterance for the part of his prayer. 

(Mosaic, p. 63)  

 Looking for single words/expressions to 
replace a circumlocution/paraphrase: In 
many cases, the TT contains circumlocutions 
or paraphrases which can be replaced by single 
words or expressions. Paraphrasing is a 
common technique practiced in translation. 
However, it is used only when the TL lacks 
single words for the source words. Editing is a 
chance to remove paraphrases and replace 
them with precise words.    

 Deleting unnecessary repetition: In literary 
writing, repetition is one of the rhetorical 
devices. This is called "elegant repetition" 
(Billingham, p.75). However, repetition may 
also appear in translation when the translator 
has a limited repertoire of words, expressions 
and structures in the TL. If the translation 
suffers from the second type of repetition, the 
editor has to clear the text of such repetitions. 
However, if the source writer has used 
repetition as a stylistic device for the effective 
communication of the message, it has to be 
preserved in the translation.  

3.4 Clarity 

 Does the translation say what its writer wanted to 
say? Is the text clear enough for the target readers 
to follow?  Clarity of the text is affected by a 
multitude of factors such as:  

 the nature of the source text (sometimes the 
source text itself is poorly written. The ideas 
are not well organized and sentences are not 
well framed.) 

 translators' comprehension of the text (if 
translators themselves have not understood the 
source text clearly, we cannot expect them to 
make the TT clear for the target readers.) 

 the use of translation/editing tools ( if 
translators do not have sufficient translation 
tools, they hardly make the message clear to 
readers. Suppose, we are translating a 
constitution of an organization from English 
into Nepali, but we do not have Nepali-English 

Law Dictionary. In such a situation, how can 
we ensure accuracy and clarity of concepts in 
our translation?) 

Clarity is directly influenced by accuracy of 
transfer of content, accuracy of grammar and 
word choice, brevity of expressions, and structural 
flow. Consider the following TT: 

Case 5: But the train, that day, was scheduled to 
start late by one hour. With his eyes on his watch, 
he muttered to himself, ‘God knows what time the 
train is going to arrive at my place.’  He found 
sitting inside the train more tedious compared to 
the last three days’ trip that he had made from 
Punjab to Jayanagar. 

In the first sentence, the use of 'that day' sounds 
redundant, since 'the train' specifies which train 
the narrator is talking about, that is, 'the train' 
means 'the train of that day'. Similarly, the 
expression 'was scheduled to start' is not clear 
because being late is not the part of the schedule, 
but it is being running behind the schedule. The 
ST makes the mention of the place where he 
bought the watch. The editor added this 
background information about the watch, making 
the TT more explicit. Further confusion is caused 
by 'going to arrive at my place'.  This is not clear. 
By  'arriving at my place', whether the narrator is 
talking about the place (i.e. the station) where he 
was waiting for the train, or his destination (i.e. 
his home in Nepal). In fact, the latter is the case. 
By 'my place', the narrator is indicating at his 
destination. For the clarity of the expression, 'to 
reach Nepal' would be a suitable substitution.  
Moreover, 'inside the train' a faulty prepositional 
phrase, which needs to be edited as 'on the train'. 
An edited version would be:   

But the train was going to be late by one hour. 
With his eyes on the watch he had bought in 
Punjab, he muttered to himself, ‘God knows when 
it is going to reach Nepal.’  He found sitting on 
the train more tedious compared to the last three 
days’ trip from Punjab to Jayanagar. (Mosaic, p. 
131) 

4. Beyond ABC 

According to Billingham (2002), 'ABC' in editing, 
as discussed above, stands for Accuracy, Brevity 
and Clarity. What else beyond these three major 
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criteria! The following are some of rules of thumb 
for revising and editing one's own translation or 
other's translation:  

i) Read the TT to ensure the adequate transfer 
of the ST content. It may look fluent and 
accurate when you read it without comparing 
with the source. However, there might be 
many lapses in the interpretation of the ST.   

ii) In some cases, you may have to work line by 
line or stanza by stanza. 

iii)   When you cannot think of better words, read 
aloud the lines or words that have occurred to 
you.  

iv) In the case of literary translation, be honest to 
the images /symbols used by the source 
writer, and maintain fluidity in the target 
language. 

v) Make use of monolingual dictionaries to 
interpret the meanings of the words if you are 
not sure, use bilingual dictionaries for 
possible equivalents, then make use of the 
thesaurus for better words.  

vi) Avoid using technical/journalistic 
words/expressions in the literary translation. 
Go for literary words/expressions. 

vii) Avoid using evocative and metaphoric 
expressions in the technical translation.    
 

5. Conclusion  

Revising and editing run through the translation 
process. Therefore, translators should be aware of 
and equip themselves with the skills of revising 
and editing their own work. Moreover, it is 
essential that the TT be revised and edited by the 
professional. This ensures optimum transfer of ST 
content and its style on the one hand and accuracy 
of language of TT on the other.   
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